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RHYTHUICAL WAVES ,

King Lear

Goethe

RHYTHM: v - ‘ - —

These loosens are aimed at the rhythm which I hopo

will be our,oyintual ochk§vanent. and the things which I on

going to touch npon will bo used in our production ofuhing

H neural Do not take tho work thqgrotically. If you do notww

take it practically. it will ho_of no one. This one drop can

make a vary great difference.

All pointo of rhythm and composition are very close

to speech. You hunt consider them as two brothers. and you

muot find the approach between the speech method and our

Method. The nature of the things is actually the same.

There in only one ortiatic nature. one artiotic source, and

somewhere thcao things come to certain general principles

which are the Home.

THE RHYTHMICAL LINE!

We have spoken before about the rh thmical lino.
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which in the unspoken part of tho oreativo life at: .the

artist: ' ,.». ,, _

/\‘\.// \‘km/’/\\\_

Then we have owned it into‘cortam harm, or monsufeo. If

this is taken without regard to tho rhythmical line.' it

becomou a puroly mdchnnicul thing. and makes than human being

a machine. as it uero. whereas if one concentrates only on

tho rhythmical lino. one booomou more and more fermions.

ahupolass. an}; unbridied and 10:10:: the connection. Only a

comhination of the two 'is the right' thing ‘-' certain " ea}:-

 

 

a‘blo" Enn‘okorfl linam linealwhich are not Spoken — and the

form into which Jaha artist him to pour hin life. ’ V

_ This rhythmical linoghas so many things in it that

We may say that all; human quu'litioo 7 darl: and light — ovary-

thlng uhiph tho hhuan b'oing 1o given by God and the devil. in

included hero; Thom it; nothing for an artist oisowhora.

The highest ideal find the louost animal are there. An 1'1: is

so £1,111 and no congloto and so humanly impressive. we have to

exorcise curtain qualities of this "un-spenkablo" Eon-spokorfl

rhythmical line. one by one. trying to assume it. to digest

it. and become masters of it by knowing whit is hero. and by

trying to manage it in the former our profession.

CONSTANT MOVEMENT: ‘

Let} us concentrate on one point. of tho rhythmical

line, which in constant nailemont.‘ In every sense it is movement:

.I-

. .-. \
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If the artiet wants to use this rhythmical line completely

or paitiully. if he wants to use it so that it will always

be at him dioposnl. he must concentrate, first of all, on

the idea that it is cenotant movement. In which sense? In

a very educated sense. To understand it we must, firet of

all. undoretand one thing which disturbs us very much if it

in not discovered and discarded. This thing comes from the

ocienco which is detrimental for us if we accept it. There

in an opinion among ocientioto that first there exleto otntie

conditions out of which the movement beginn. but 1% is quite

the oppoeito. First there exiete movement, and when the

movement wants to expreeo itself in a certain special way. we

call it a static condition or state. So. static conditions

are only momenta in the some movement which never stops. even

it it stops.

If the uctor'e nature believes in static movement.

it means that our artistic nature in somehow killed. We must

not believe in a static state of art - wo moot be able to

produce out of movement. static movements, but we must not

believe in it. This belief in a wrong thing mekoo our artistic

soul somehow dry and brittle. So we have to discard this

thing. When we are producing or observing a otatlc condition.

we have to immediately understand it as one of the means of

expression of movement.

THE ARTISTiS SPIRITUAL POINT OF VIEWI
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Ono thing must be understood. Art. as you know.

it: considered to be above our usual kind of perceptions of

life. That means that all artistic nnotionn. and a1]. artifi-

tic life is somehow. whether one some 5.1; or not. already out

of tho physical. mtoriul world. It in already a littlo

step towards the spiritual world. If you want to be absol-

utely clear about your profession. the more inspired you are.

the loan you are a usual. pox-non. and tho more you are in a

curtain strange nmto of mind. the more you arc in the Spiritual

world. So. in the artistic ntato of mind. we have ‘alrendy not

certain spiritual oxporicncoo and. thoroforo. rm have 31:39.39

nocopt certain npiz‘itunl pointu of view on our art.

We cannot 171%!) the cam muunuroo. with the same

principles. approach out are in the cam my 0.0 we approach

our everyday life. when no do no. we encounter certain inner

difficulties which we do not know how to overcome perhaps.

but we nonetheless omnrionco them very cloarlv. Sonotmaa

we try with the ammo hand to touch thin world and the other.

It is impossible. I don't mean to say that our art in a

purely spiritual world. but it is a atop towards it. and that

in enough for us.

§2¥EMENT IN THE PHYSICAL WORLD AND IN THE SPIRITUAL WORLD OF

I

so being in two different worlds. we have to accept

different principles and find difii‘orent points of View on the
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same subject and that in “but we nuut do with regard to

movement. Hort doors the movement look in the phyoicnl world.

and how does it look in tho spiritual world - the world of

art? In tho physical world ouch movement Marta and then

comma to a certain and. If you do oomothing. you do it

and finioh it. If you move the chair. you do it once or

twice. and it ntopo. In the spirituol world of art it in

quite different - thoro you can oonotontly nova tho oomo

chair without moving it physically. You can oonotontly'bo

involved in tho movonon‘a of moving the cum choir and never

come to tho and. You can live with tho douiro. idea. foo].-

ing. super-idea. who-cover you like to call it. of moving the

choir constantly. without otopp-lhg'p You can take your whole

life - imagine you oro very old. and you look back on your;

life and Doc comm problem: and diffioultioo. You fool

youroolf oomohow ncar to tho and of your life. You can have

the improuoion M‘ you are looking at i1: from tho phyuicoi

principle that I have started my life, and soon I on going

to finiuh it. NOT) toko it spiritually — from the world of

art - take it no a charaotor. and you will 000 mm you are

conutantly harm. constantly dying. constantly being: born.

constantly moving - a spiritual kind of movement which never

steps. This difference between tho spiritual mooning and tho

phyoioal no must get no cloai-ly no possible.

Why on tho utogo? As soon on you stop on the stage.
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you moot booomo somehow constantly moving. You have to got

into thin stream which in not physical. when you got the

part. the diroctor'o suggestions. otcu it dooo not moon that

something has been finished. K‘Ihothor you have finished tho

uoono or not. the movement of tho oceno remains. not only

during the whole porfomimco. but you can really say that

you are acting — some very pleasant kind of movement is going

on. Even tho next morning you can sunken and be up and still

the movement goes on. Thin never happono after a bad perform-

ance - than you will got a fooling of something which cannot

be moved - like a stone. If you can peg): into your soul

oft-oz rhicippy perfomnoeo and after unhappy onoo. you will

sac that I an speaking about. .Yle havo only to realize it and

to 1mm that it is one of tho progrosoiono in our knowledge

of our art.

CONSTANT MOVES-MIT WITH QUALITII‘SI

Thin constant movement is something which is never

abstract movomont. Théz idea of abstract movement is somothing

which has been born out of an intellectual approach to the

physical life. Movement always has certain qualities - move-

ment in always colored by things which we aro going to exercise.

After no hsvo got the movement, and after we know that it is

colored by certain qualities. then you are already on a. dif—

ferent ground than the earth - you an already masters of

your own profound life. After we have it. it will be so easy
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and pleasant to make rhythmical exercises and to understand

whni: it can mean for us enters in our art.

Ono law of evolution my seem very abstract. Try

to listen to it in an abotract way. and you will get the

feeling that it has nothing to do with plnyo or acting. Then

try to 1001: at the name proceee fro: the point of View 9.1.“...

this constant neveent with militias. than you will get the

feeling that in in our art.

Everything in the world in in a constant proceee of

development - whether animal. plant. mineral. or humm and

wherever we find the development. we find always two processes.

There in the first stage from which .the movement scene to

eturt (although it never eturte). let us say the stage of

development which we are going to etudy. We have to follow

the development: of the thing to the highest degree. What

hrlmmrmia There. in simple or mteriulie’tie minds. we find

that it moves upwards and in there. But it is never like

that. The proceeu is much more cemplé'cated. First of all.

it divides iteeli‘.G One part of it has to be sacri—

. ficed and becomes much Barker and letter than before’.‘

and moves devmwardu, but because it has become so dark. the

other part becomes shining and much higher and lighter. So

we can say that because one thing goes down. the other thing

goes up and becomes shining. That means that one part of
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the event of being has coeo loser and pay for the higher

pm. —@-'~ 39%;

When thie thing gate to a certain degree, a very

  

interesting thing happens. The thing part turns back to the

dark pert which hue becfi left and1211135 it Iup. and theymerge

again“ When the light pert has done the proceed and taken

heel: into it what was sacrificed because the other part became

lighter and got the peacr to go back to the darker afidéve‘d

part.‘ the whole thing becomes higher because of the ”not of

"saving."
' .

We may say that thin hue nothing to do with the

11171: of the theatre. But if we have thin fouling of constant

movement with qualitioe. and we look at this process - whether

in the world of plants. or beings, or sections of the day. it

in always the name. If we make this proizesa of thin sacrific-

ing painfully darkened something and than take it back.‘ it

will become higher. If we make thin movement inwardly — and

what a' cemplicated movement it ie - we will see that it cannot

be otherwise. when we make this inward movement. we will see

that this kind of mavement is an eternal one in the sense that

it never 01:01am Only by means of this new kind of inner move-

won‘t can we grasp this: idea. or how the world develops itself.

dividing. sacrificing. going higher.

COEYPOSITION 0F MOVEMEW IN THE PLAYI
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We have to be able to reproduce this movement. It

in something which cannot be done only by light or dark -

ouch u thing cannot be in art - King Lear cannot be written

without Edmund, Goneril. or Rogan.- without them there is no

Lear. And it cannot be only then - there in no play. no

movement. no life without Lear. When we try to produce

inwardly 'thiu 10.17 of movement - this existing movement going

on in the world'urouna ue.und in our are definitely - if we

are able to produce this novement. than we will see_thut

there are qualities of light and dark. EThore is in thin

movement already at least two big qualities ~ dark and light —

,idurker and lighficr — it cannot be dabrived of qualitiosl_fl,p

Let no take King Lear‘ne en 0x3nple - one of the

inner lines of the play. 'Hore in King Lear. What in his

state - the King? The King in in the state of light and dark

together - it in not yet divided — then the play begins to

break thin being of Lear into two parts. One part is very

dark and becomes still darker until this dark pert bocomcn

mad; That in the moment of sacrifice when Lear must pay for

the light which he will get. And while this part becomes

darker. and eventually he becomes mad. surrounded by the Fool

and Kent in disguise. four or five characters speak about one

thing - madness - darkness.

Simultaneously another part of King Lear comes up.

and Lear says to the Fool. "My hey, my heart suffers for you."
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In: it not thin abstract law? Just the same strong. beautiful

movement going on forward. Then he got!) new feelings. a. new

connoiourmoau because he has paid with his madness and pain.

Seeing himself in Gonoril and Regan. hiu bland and his

being - when he says. "You are my flesh and blood. or the

n disease of my flesh and filecd." - he speaks about himuqlitw

Then what happens? The next efago of this beauti-

ful, cosmic. rhythmical procoan of composition or evolution —

he falls asleep in the shelter. which is a simply. yerygmm

mystical death - when one lives with one part of his con-

ccioumoou. and the other part of his being in "us—if“ dead.

Then he disappears from the play for a long time. Tho

middle part of the play is played without him. and thin in

also exciting from the point of View of composition. We

see him falling asleep. eaying strange words. and than there

in no more Lear - Gonoril. Regan. and Gloucester. but no

Lear. Then he appears on the heath — read.

If we will approach the play having thin construction

in our whole being. we will fool that new we Eco what in dead,

what in not Lear. Shakespeare shown us just what is m Lear.

but we know that according to the 111:: of polarity. if Shakes-

pcuro shows my and no understand when we are acting “933

Lear." it meant: uhn're in "xen Lear." Then we got the entici-
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a madman - i1: is Leer. a newly transformed Lear. The more we

see thin empty. shallow form. the more we anticipate the new

Lear.

Now comes the last process é we have the division

in the middle part of the play. The lust part is when this

new being comes down and taken what he has paid for — his

new part - takes it and seven it. The whole last part of the

play ehevs how Lear taken Cordelia. who was the object of his

main crime. into him being. merges with her and taken her

with him. and she takes him with her in the moment of death

‘ at the end of the pluy.- When they are both dead - the new King

Lear and fierdeiia absorbed into him§¢ and the curtaine gfillt

we see thoee two bodice lying there;

when the curtain in down. if it ie a real perform-

ance, and reel netore and real audience - after the curtain

is down, then comes the last moment of relief. Then we under-

stand the play and what hue happened. Then we underutand

what the whole tragedy hue been for. And the last act of

this marveloue. ceemic scheme hue been fulfilled — new it is

completed.

If you see hen we can apply eech an abstract luv to

each play and to King Lear in particular. To be able to live

with this idea and be inspired by it, we have to develop in

ourselves an actors. the ability to move constantly and with

qualities. It seems to be so simple to exercise thie§th1ng.
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but is just the “button" \10 have to have. and all those exor—

ciaeu will make in the end the figure which is dressed. These

exorcioeo are tho way to understand. to exporienco so that

When you thin): of King Lear in the first stage. in the second

otage. etc.. you hove to cry. you have to laugh. Iand you will

fool that it has nothing to do with the abstract thing, it is

the life itself. it in the ploy itself on the stage. it in

what no are going to not. It is the only thing which is worth-

while to not. and through such exorciuou no will get this

For instance. you can take another thing - two 5341130.

Lear, tho Fool. etc" and Ganeril. Regan. Edmund. The higher

(one group ’tfoeo up so the other group 500:; uj, and we oc'qu

 

Gonoril and Regan and Edmund sacrificed for lifting up the

other group. The sumo thing in applied to the othor Dido of

the play. The loot moment. for mutanco. Imagino after tho

curtain in dorm. we have two groupo of dead pooplo — Gonoril,

Hogan. and Edmund together. and Loot. the Fool. and. Cordelia -

dead. The curtain goon damn.

Imagine yourself sitting in the audience. Will you

experience the ‘dcatho in the some may? of course not. Lot

us say that Edmund has died. Our impression will be that ho

disappears in nothingneso. Ho no longer exists because no is

dead. Loar in dam, but he exists noro than ever before. When

we Gav him on tho stogo. ho existed. but when he diou. he
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exists still more utrongly. We will never part from him -

he becomes part of us - ho good on living.

MDVBME‘ITS IN SPEECH:

Therefore. whatever facet or expect of the play we

take and apfly one or- the laws to it. we will immediately

dincovur what to net and how to act with which manna. or I

course. we will encounter the problem of speech in tho mouse

that tho speech hue to become movement. Imagine that we are

goimg to move our Leer. but the 'spooch doom not new. In:-

gine how impomaiblo it will be for an - we have to move the

M body. and if the epooch doom not have thin ublllty to

move. thcn‘vo are lost.

Exorciem

when I any "move," begin the movement inwardly and

continue it until I my. "Take your; body." then move in

reality until you have rmiuhcd the form, then stop and con-

tinue moving inwardly. The examine may seem to bo contra—

dictory because I toll you to start tho movement. but 5.1: in

not no. This movement in comment. and no are producing it

constantly. hue we are not always concentrated on 11: or can-

ecloue of it. Why do {in bocomu actors? Because no feel

this desire to move in certain qualities - laughing. and.

quiet - that is what causes no to am}. This movement in

conbtant from our childhood and will follow us to our phyaical
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death. But in exercising we pey attention to it and are

cenceiouu of it. when we stop the exercise. we may forget

it. but it never stops. ‘

if we knew that our profeeoien always streams from

on. whatever we are. doing — the nature goes on. Goethe. who

had the ability to live conotontly both liven - one is the

life which forgets and lives as if he never woe an artist of

tho higheot degree. The simple. little Goethe forgets the

big one. Once he was in n 51:31]. reemuran‘r. and he em: a girl

in a red drum: and fell in love with her. 'The other Goethe

obeerved this little Goethe who‘feli in love with the servant

girl and was moving constantly creating upon it because of

“this fee? which was his ability not to forgo”: thin conoteni;

moving to live the two lives at once.

Therefore. we are always moving when we are inspired.

we pay attention to it, or when we concentrate on it. So do

not think that the movenent can be started - it was started

before we were born and in going on and will go on and will

not stop after we are dead. ri‘he queutien ie to pay attention

to it and that is why the exorcise is needed - to develop the

ability to pay attention to things which do exist. So we do

not need to create anything. We ore moving. or we would not

be hermbut to get The ability to pay attantien when we. wish.

that in the purpoee of training.

Exercise;
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Move fivo steps: forward in your imagination without

stopping. The archetype in tho constant movement of some-

thing which in the idea of tho movonont. Nov lot uo imagine

that We have not exercised. thio ability of constant movement,

and \‘Io take five steps forward - it in nothing - it it: not

connected with anything. But if no connect with thin constant

”.Mhaopoct of five otopo fonrard. we will novor mono than into
in“.

dry. rcoliutic thingo - it will no nuoic and tom and cvoz-y-

thing in those five otopo bocnuoo We 12:10.: who? it mouno -

five otcpo. We know the orchetypo.

THE AROHJBTYPEI

Lot us any ‘9;th King Loaf in on old man. What does

it mean from the point of view of constant movononfi - old?

Try'to get to tho archetypo and know tho whole idea of ".old "

How many thingn will oporl: in your imginution about thin -

you will get the feeling or being on the edge - poet - firm ~

wioo - looking formal-d bacouoo of the ago — hundreds of images -

tho archetype of “to bo oldII givco inopiration for so many

thingo. When you will get thin constant movement of “to>’ bo

old." conotantly to be on the edge. to have a past. otc. —

than you will appear on the stage no Loan and all those things

will be like a cloud around you. Without maxing unnecessary

physical adjustments you will ho mode into an old men by the

powers you have awakened because you have penetrated through

thin constant movement of qualities to the archetype, and
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there is the world or inepiration - only the areho’cypo cm

inspire. ,

This constant movement inzluded everything that the

human being gate'fron God and the devil. Constant movement —

the world of Qualities - and the world of the arehotuo.

\‘Ihere deee this line live? Everywhere and nowhere - the line

of form 1100 either in the vibmtione of the air or in the

mueclee. It can be described 03‘ the body - it liven in our

car or eye. but the full line deco net live in our ear or

eye. it lives everywhere and all placoe'ere filled with it.

That means the world of the archetypes If you imagine a dog

and try to iragino all ”the dege in the world as pne constant

dog. you will get the archetype. when you got the archetype.

you will experience something like pleasure going on inside

you. The archetype of the hwn being is so difficult. but

you will see that it is something very dark and very light at

the same time. The derlmeee and the light and in both direct-

ions - between the devil and God, \10 are constantly moving

and striving. When we are able. this constant movement with

qualities, te get the archetype, we will be the bent actors

in the world. There in nothing more pleasant than to get 3i

little contact with the archetype — it ie a blessing - it is

artistic bliss. We have sparks of it. but there in ne limit.

You can get more and more if you will devote yourselves as

artiste to this work.
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A11 thingo in art have their origin somewhere

clue. and they finioh sonewhere else. Therefore. we need

"preparation” to find contact with the “other sphere” — than

the piece of are itself — than into the other world - sue-

mining.

If, an actors, we really believe in this big

otreem, it will carry everything through um. and we will

never have {a resort: to eubofii‘cuting it with our small,

personal paeudo-pewor. If wearo able to believe in this

big strum: and its power. we: well get rid of tension which

cornea when wo think we must do everything ofifiaolves'. Thion

power. this conutunt stream which fleas through the artist

and never stops.

When it flame through our being. it concerns our

bodily means of oxprouuion. It has certain channels through

which it flown with 11 special cane. One of then in our eyes.

If we don't know this organically. very often we force the

whole face and parts of our body because we don't train

our consciousness about our eyes. If the actor forgets

n‘bou’t his eyes. he how to unpreoo the power withhia hand or

finger. but the eyeo are somehow-dead. Very often you see

thiupon the stage - but $61.61: is doing everything he can with

him power. but his eyes are deed. Often the actor‘io forced.

by the instinct of self-preservation. to get thin power whieh

he can have through the eyes. If he would do it through the

M
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power of the eyes he could ho relaxed yct strong. It is a

treacherous point because the syn: can become too conscicus.

but once you have got over this danger, you will discover

that {i great economy of power will be produced in your

_. ,,actor‘n.hotns of expression.‘ The eyes will become one 9:: M _’

the uticngout means of expressing your feelings.

Exercise-

Point your am and use your eyes and say. “Go may."

Then say, "Como hcro." Then. with the eyes rained, .uuy, “Don't

como near me."

when we 0.11011 this stream of movement to lead us.

we are inspired. and on the other hand We must be able to

manage and direct this stream of movement. when the stream

is there. ‘7° must pay attention to this ability to direct it.

to send it out in the direction or form we desire. ‘an can

use it instinctively. but sometimes while relying upon our

instinct. we lose the power and the ability to direct it and

don't know what we are :iieing because the power of ingpimtien

is there. but we are not there and our will is not there.

and we are not directing this thing. Then the actor feels he

wants to act better. but he does not know how. This it: often

tho case when the actor does not direct this power, but it

flows through him. and he is obviously enjoying it. However.

the ability to direct this power can be developed like any-

thing else. We must always distinguish exercises from acting.
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We must do our exercises in the classroom but never consciously

on the stage.

The more we become used to using fhie stream. the

richer we will become an artists. By thia Insane we can un~

cover our talent. when we learn to direct this stream accord-

ing to our will and taste; we will discover the 'many Jewels

that are lying invite. Thefinrt begine only with the individual.

If we do not develop eurdelvoe. we become more and more ”in

general" on 'tho ataga. Then we begin 1:0 got certain cliches.

The first thing to directfv'our attention to in nutionileif—

fcronceu, end the easiest thing to produce in national clich6u.

What this‘ is a“ twin it in oven lose. It becomes more 5‘56“"

more “in general” until we have only four or five clich/uu.

When we became more and more individual. we do not

lose our national characteiisticn. but we uce than in an

individual way. For example. a crowd gathers and you am: that

there are no individuals - they died out and a mob moves on

the street or on the stage. It hat: been said that if we tried

to make a crowd out of great individuals. it would never

become a crowd unload they sectifice their individualitieu to

become a. crowd. So the more equal we become. whether through

nationality or a erewd. the lean we become individudlu‘mnd

artists.

The things I have suggested. to you teddy appeal 1:0

our individuality and not to our nationality. which is always
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there. When you say. looking out of the corner of your eye, I

"new strange!“ you cannot say it only in a national manner

‘. if you gully diroof this honor, because only individuals can

direct this individuality nhioh is no precious to us.

Exorcism

Choose different directions: in which to say. "How

strange it is.“ and you will see that you have many varieties

,slnco you'iidireot this power in cartain ways. It is “GEEK”.

 

strong key to our own individualition if we are trying to

direct thin constant big stream.

THE LEAP!

Thorn in another very interesting process of develop-

mom: in the world which in very often need by nature which is

the so-cullod "M." It scene that something goes along on

ion development and than it breako and another thing, quite

different. apponro. For instance. tho butterfly - there is

, the egg. then the larva. It ueemu there in no transition”;

between the egg and the larva, and this again makes a otrango

Q52 into the cocoon and from thoro into the butterfly.

Anothor example is found in the plum: and its flowers.

We have the following development - the atom. the leuvoo, than

more atom. than more loavoo, and then unexpectedly the flavor,

without any tranoition. with the butterfly we cannot find the

transition between the egg and tho larva. with the flower 1*):
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in different. It star-to with the stem and than comoa certain

leaves — they begin to develop and change their shape and

dimensions. They then reach a certain climax and begin to

diminish until they get two leaves — the top pair of leaves

are polar, opposites to the lowest leaves. They muet dieuppeor

to be able to produce the next higher 'etoge which is the

flatten} In the butterfly we do not see the moment of disap-

poaran’ce while in the: plant no one developmentgolim. end

”,jlisappcaranc'e. That means that something has to be eacgigioed

 

to disappear in order'to be able to produce a higher thing.

“not door: thin man for no? It means that on the

stage we con and must take 2.33:2. One line in olrreyo on

unbroken line. while another develops into another thing.

Another kind of creative activity in the loo}; - to be able

to sacrifice the previoeo thing. to entirely annihilate it. -

and even to get a new one. If you are opoaking no a char-

aotor on the stage. and you hoe:- shouting in the street. you

break your sentence and look out at what has happened. You

cannot do both thinge at once. So to make a leap we must

sacrifice one thing itn order to be able to make a new thing.

Thin means that we are inetinotively making bridgee end

tmnoitione oubconociouely no that they diBB-ppear entirely

from the eyes and ears: of the audience. and we then got me“

$332. Just as with the plan-t: the leaves muet disappear, but

the inner line gear: an. otherwise there would be no flower.
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50 we can say: 1. Here it: everything we see and hear and

preserve. 2. Them in the hidden part which nobody noes or

perceives. 3. Actually the continuation is there but hidden.

 

BRIDGES AND TRANSITIONS:

We have to be able to make instantaneous iiwisibla

hridgse end transitions; There is a spooinlkind of bridges

and transitions whéch are there but which are hidden. It

means that no halve to learn, to act and to rake our bridges

and transitions no that nobody will see them. and then we will

be able to saute: Agog on the stage. We have to shaman our

inner psychological mind's dye so that nothing will soon

empty to us while we are acting. If we will get this ability

to make bridges and transitiono. we will gain on ~Li’quuL-aa'x‘t’:e

that even when we are seemingly mixing a 13:11) we are still

going on with our activity and making those bnidgen and

transitioner Then we will get so many things which willow“

otherwise become a growing danger of emptiness on the stage.

How r'nuch emptiness the average actor carries with

him on the stage. and they try to fill it by making unneces-

sary gestures. There is nothing going on. although the actor

tries to deceive us that something is going on. It is the

inability to create these leaps. If I stsrt something and

than pause. it can be a leap. If I am not able to invisibly
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bvridga this pause. then the audience will get a neaducho

because the audionco lidfiine to work fo'r'thc actor. To exor-

cico those leaps we must aliar'pen our eyes and look'at these

quasi—leaps. Thié in again the same approach to the inner

rhythmical lino if we are able. inmomonta of lcnpu or empti-

neso. to bridge. ‘ ‘ _ ‘

one may in to make Visible or awiéble bridges and

tmnuitione, and another way in to make bridgoo and tmfi.§§;..

tio‘no incur} conceionsneou.‘ To be ‘a‘olo to produce only‘

visible and audible bridgcu and transitions in annoying and

tiring. whereas if we are not able to ‘mako any bridges. we

are not actors at 5111. Both poles are equally dongoroua if

‘ need for long. How to avoid this enptineue in to follow tho

sane stream. the cane divine activity which never started and

will never stop. If we are mee enough and fearless: enough

to rely only upon this stream of movement; there will be

many beautiful things poseiblo 1'02.- uo in acting.

Eaéerciuel

Imagine theft) is an accident on the street and

somoonc has been run over. The crowd is around the person.

The process of dying is going on. when the person its dead.

{:0 on with your inner transition. Act it inside of‘you.

RHYTHMICAL WAVESI

Another example from King Lear. A real piece of art
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in alwayu coming in waves - aggearancc and diuagncamnco -

Vappoaranco and disappearance - to a greater or lesson degree.

King Lear can ha started with disappearance - the curtain

goes up. people art: there. but nothing happens outwardly bu-

ammo it it: the 10:11) which has been started boforo' the curtain.

We are waiting for tho uppcomnco of King Loam. Just as with

the plant we am waiting for the flower. Although nothing

goes an outwardly. tho uctoru on the stage can act this ap-

penrancc. Then the actual occurnnco happens on tho qtago - I

music _nnd noise and tho play begin; to he outward. TL; n again

7 tho wave comet: dorm.

After ho commits the three great orifice. with Cor-

delia. with the crown and with Kent - after this climax is ‘

finished what happens? 'i‘ho two sisters are 'apeaking — token

proficundly and rhythmically. it in the nature of the some.

'tho inner way in which the trio sisters are speaking. From

tho rhythmical point of View. if wo make those things equal -

Gloucester and fight are speaking very outwardly and openly

as in their way ~ than trumpets, and King Lear appears. It

is nothing except one blank thing because it in not the

nature of tho scene. Tho nature of the scene has not yet

been discovered rhythmically. in the sense of'leaps. Léap -

King; Lear - nothing - leap - the storm - nothing - Gloucester

loses his eye - etc.

The whole play is built like that but to ho able

m."rt“
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to produce it. the actorh have to be part of this grant stream

which'flowe through the actor. Then you will am that tho

rhythmical line in one of beautiful waves. For instance,

heforo King Lear appears, everyone holds his breath - the Ring

appchm and upedlzu his first words, at which than the gesture

goon dorm. o’cc. otc‘.

As in naturn. there are those 5mg - ofm

I and contraction. Breathing in the same - the transition!)

must be .thoro or we vllould take air'and never‘ expel it. It is

the heartbeat of thc} play — the breath or the play. Each

organién has its mm heartbna'b; and. the stage porforxianco no

a living being ham to. have itu rhythniéul process of heartbeat.

othomiao it is u motionless lino. Tho most innzttistic thing

in the whole world is a straight lino. So the hoartbaat in

the first alomontary thing — up and‘down. in and out. contract-

ion and expansion. 5111 theme Ithingn can become the hehrtbcat

or bgouthing of tho performance. '


